Finite element modelling of cold drawing for high precision tubes
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Abstract
Cold tube drawing is a metal forming process which allows manufacturers to produce
high precision tubes. The dimensions of the tube are reduced by pulling it through a
conical converging die with or without inner tool. In this study, finite element modelling
has been used to give a better understanding of the process.
This paper presents a model which predicts the final dimensions of the tube with
very high accuracy. It is validated thanks to experimental tests. Moreover, five studies are
performed with this model, such as the influence of the die angle on the drawing force or
the influence of the relative thickness on the tube deformation.
Keywords: Precision metal forming, Cold tube drawing, Tube sinking, Mandrel
drawing, Finite element method, Large deformation
1. Introduction
Medical devices, like stents, cardiac valves and implants, are manufactured with thinwalled tubes of small diameters [1]. As applications in the biomedical field, these tubes
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require a very high precision in dimensions and surface finish. Also, these properties are
strongly linked to the quality of the metal forming process.
Cold tube drawing enables manufacturers to produce tubes with controlled dimensions,
good surface finish and high mechanical properties [2]. This metal forming process gives
a better tube quality compared to hot forming. Tube drawing consists in reducing tube
dimensions by pulling it through a conical converging die with or without inner tool.
Different drawing methods exist [3]. In this paper, two techniques are studied : tube
sinking and mandrel drawing (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Sketch of the two drawing methods studied in this paper (adapted from [4])
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For both of them, the die calibrates the tube outer diameter. Tube sinking is the only
method which does not use an inner tool. The inner diameter is reduced because of the
free deformation inside the tube. In consequence, the inner surface finish is degraded. In
mandrel drawing, the inner tool, named mandrel, moves with the tube and calibrates its
inner diameter. The main drawback of this technique is related to the end of the drawing
operation where the tube is clamped around the mandrel. Thus, a reeling operation is
required to remove the tool.
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The metal forming industry wants to perpetually improve productivity and product
quality. In order to reach this purpose, a better understanding of the processes is necessary.
On the one hand, a large series of experimental tests can be done. However, this type of
approach may be time and money consuming. On the other hand, lots of tests can be
performed virtually thanks to finite element (FE) modelling. It also gives access to physical
values, such as stresses and strains, which are not measurable during the process. Thus,
FE modelling seems to be a helpful tool.
Analytical solutions have been developed by several authors to study the effects of
process parameters. Um et al. [5] obtained an upper bound solution of fixed plug drawing
that can be simplified in the case of tube sinking. This method has been adapted to
mandrel drawing by Alexandrova [6] in the case of mandrel drawing. Later, the Hill’s
general method of analysis for metalworking processes and a fracture criterion have been
added to this analytical model to study the workability of mandrel drawing [7]. Zhao et
al. [8] have proposed an analytical solution for tube sinking using an integration method
of strain rate vector inner-product.
Numerical studies of tube drawing using FE can also be found in the literature. A
finite element analysis has been conducted by Sawamiphakdi et al. [9] to determine the
initial tube sizes that give the appropriate mechanical properties after drawing. Linardon
et al. [10] combined a conical mandrel tube drawing test with a FE modelling to select
a failure criterion. The potential making of high-quality thin tubes with shape-memoryalloy thanks to mandrel drawing has been studied by Yoshida et al. [3]. Karnezis et al. [11]
used a FE model to investigate the possibility of reducing the number of drawing passes.
Palengat et al. [12] underlined the importance of the properties of the interface (tube with
tools) on drawing limits. Several studies dealing with tools design have been achieved in
order to improve the process. Sheu et al. [13], Lee et al. [14] and Béland et al. [15] focused
on the die geometry while Kim et al. [16] had an interest for the mandrel one.
In this paper, a FE model is designed to precisely predict the final dimensions of the
tube. This axisymmetric steady-state model takes into account different issues including
tools geometry, tube elastoviscoplastic behaviour, tools elastic behaviour, contacts and
friction. Moreover, the numerical convergence is built to reach a 1-micron accuracy. In
consequence, this model can be used to analyse tube drawing process, and thus, permit a
better understanding.
This modelling was performed on Metafor [17, 18, 19], an in-house nonlinear finite element code of the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering of the University
of Liège, Belgium.
This paper is organised as follows. A detailed model formulation is given in Section 2.
Then, Section 3 compares the numerical results with drawing experiments in order to validate the model. Furthermore, a numerical analysis of the process is presented in Section 4.
3

Finally, Section 5 reports on the conclusions of this work.
2. Formulation of the finite element model
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This section describes precisely the FE modelling. Tube sinking and mandrel drawing
are treated together because of their many similarities. For the mandrel drawing, the
reeling operation is not modelled. It implies that, at the end of the simulation, the tube
remains clamped around the mandrel.
2.1. Geometry
By assumption, the tube and the tools are geometrically perfect. These elements are
also supposed to be coaxial. Moreover, the geometry and the loading conditions have an
axial symmetry. Thus, the process is axisymmetric and can be solved in 2D.
First, the tube is described by its outer and inner diameters (respectively Dout and
Din ). Then, the die geometry includes various dimensions : the diameter Ddie , the bearing length Lb , the entry die angle α. In the case of mandrel drawing, the inner tool is
represented by its diameter Dm .
The geometry of the model is given in Figure 2. In practice, the beginning of the tube
is inserted in the die before starting the drawing operation. The results of this area are
not relevant. Besides, even if the die seems to be symmetric, the tool is not reversible. In
fact, the die holder ensures that the die is used in the correct way.
Lb
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Figure 2: Geometry of the model (mandrel drawing case)
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2.2. Materials
In this model, the tube and the tools are both represented by deformable solids.
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Element
mass %

Fe
Balance

Cr
17-19

Ni
13-15

Mo
2.25-3

Mn
<2

Element
mass %

Cu
<0.5

N
<0.1

C
<0.03

P
<0.025

S
<0.01

Si
<0.75

Table 1: Chemical composition of the 316LVM stainless steel (ASTM-F138 [20])
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The tube is made of 316LVM stainless steel. This material is commonly used for
biomedical applications because of its excellent resistance to various types of corrosion.
Its chemical composition is given in Table 1.
Palengat et al. [12] observed an isotropic behaviour of this material. Then, Fréchard
et al. [21] showed that :
— At ambient temperature (temperature of the process), nitrogen-alloyed austenitic
stainless steels are strain-rate sensitive.
— And the viscoplastic model of Johnson-Cook is the most appropriate to describe
the behaviour of these materials at different strain rates.
The constitutive equation of this model [22] is :
!

m 
.

ε
T − Tref
eq
n
σeq = A + Bεeq 1 + C ln . 0
(1)
1−
Tm − Tref
εeq
where σeq represents the flow stress, εeq the equivalent plastic strain, A the yield
.0
.
stress, B the pre-exponential factor, εeq the plastic strain rate, εeq the reference plastic
strain rate, C the strain rate sensitivity coefficient, n the work-hardening coefficient, T
the temperature of the material, Tm the melting temperature of the material, Tref the
reference temperature and m the thermal softening exponent. In other words, the first
factor is related to the work hardening, the second one to the strain rate dependence and
the last one to the thermal softening.
However, the thermal softening term can be neglected if the strain rate of the process
does not allow the material to be affected by the temperature rise [23]. On one side, the
strain rate in cold drawing process can reach 40 s−1 . On the other, experimental measures
showed that the tube temperature does not exceed 130◦ C [12], i.e. less than one tenth
of the material melting point (1400◦ C). Thus, the thermal softening term can be safely
neglected in (1). Finally, the von Mises yield criterion is used to model plasticity.
The mechanical properties and the Johnson-Cook parameters of 316LVM are respectively listed in Tables 2 and 3. A representation of the Johnson-Cook law is also given in
Figure 3.
The die is made of tungsten carbide while the mandrel is made of steel. Both materials
5

Density
7 900 kg.m−3

Young’s Modulus
192 GPa

Poisson’s ratio
0.29

Table 2: Mechanical properties of tube material

A
287 MPa

B
1265 MPa

C
0.021

n
0.664

.0

εeq
0.03 s−1

Table 3: Johnson-Cook parameters of 316LVM stainless steel [24]

Figure 3: Representation of the Johnson-Cook law of 316LVM stainless steel for three plastic strain
rates (with parameters of Table 3)
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are considered as isotropic. During the process, no irreversible deformation is observed
in the tools so the behaviour is assumed to be perfectly elastic during the drawing. The
mechanical properties of tools materials are listed in Table 4.
2.3. Boundary conditions
Two boundary conditions are prescribed in this model (Figure 4).
The right extremity of the die is fixed along the drawing direction in order to model
the contact with the die holder. Then, a displacement condition is applied to the tube and
the mandrel, if it exists. This displacement is prescribed at constant speed. It corresponds
6

Density (kg.m−3 )
Young’s Modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio

Tungstene carbide
15 000
650
0.3

Steel
7 900
210
0.3

Table 4: Mechanical properties of the tools materials
Drawing direction
No
Displacement displacement
along the
at constant
drawing
speed
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Figure 4: Boundary conditions of the model (mandrel drawing case)

to the steady speed of the drawing trolley.
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2.4. Contact
Two contact pairs should be taken into account : tube/die and tube/mandrel.
In the industrial process, lubrication is used to reduce friction between each part. By
assumption, it is homogeneous and constant.
Friction depends on several parameters : materials in contact, relative velocity, surface
roughness, thickness of the oil film, normal pressure, etc. In this study, the contacts
are described by a Coulomb friction model. Thus, two friction coefficients are defined :
µtube/die and µtube/mandrel . However, these coefficients are difficult to measure in practice.
In consequence, an inverse analysis is used to identify them.
For each case, representative tests were performed experimentally and then, simulated
with various friction coefficients. A nearly linear dependence was observed between the
drawing force and the friction coefficient (Figure 5).
The coefficient, which permits us to match the simulated force with the measured one,
was kept for the whole study. µtube/die was firstly identified thanks to a tube sinking test.
This coefficient is assumed to be the same in both drawing methods. Then, a mandrel
drawing test allowed us to determine µtube/mandrel . The values of friction coefficients are
listed in Table 5.
These values fit in the range of those of the literature about cold tube drawing. In
fact, usual coefficients are included between 0.03 [3] and 0.2 [25].
7

Figure 5: Drawing force evolution as a function of the friction coefficient µtube/die (tube sinking case)

µtube/die
0.043

µtube/mandrel
0.139

Table 5: Friction coefficients identified by inverse analysis
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2.5. Mesh
The tube and the tools are meshed with 4-node-quadrangular elements using selective
reduced integration (SRI) meaning that the pressure increment over an element is constant
and computed at the centre of the element. While the deviatoric part of the stress tensor
is evaluated at 4 Gauss points. Figure 6 shows a view of the initial mesh. In practice,
only the upper half of the model (above the symmetric axis) is meshed and solved by the
finite element method. Moreover, it could be mentioned that there is no contact between
the tube and the tool on the right-hand part (corresponding to the tool area after the
output plane in Figure 6). However, in order to simplify the mesh procedure and not to
add another numerical parameter in the study (Section 2.6.2), the right-hand part of the
tool is meshed in the same way as the left-hand part.
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Symmetry
Axis

Figure 6: Initial mesh of the model (mandrel drawing case)
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2.6. Analysis of numerical factors
This finite element model includes various numerical methods using different parameters. These methods are related to the contact algorithm, the mesh, the time integration
and the required duration of the simulation to reach the steady state. Also, the parameters are chosen to assure a reliability of the model. In fact, all the following numbers
result from a numerical study and ensure the best compromise between CPU time and
the desired 1-micron accuracy (see Section 2.6.5).
2.6.1. Contact
Both contact pairs (tube/die and tube/mandrel) are numerically managed by the same
methods using identical sets of parameters.
A penalty contact algorithm [18] is used. The penalty coefficient along the normal
direction is equal to 107 MPa.mm−1 . Along the tangential direction, the coefficient is
defined as the normal one multiplied by the friction coefficient. This means that the
geometrical error is identical along both directions when the surfaces slide over each
other.
Finally, the contact is modelled as a node-to-surface contact using a single-pass method [19]. This implies that master and slave surfaces have to be assigned. On one side,
the master surface corresponds to the more rigid one. Thus, in each case, the surface of
the tool is considered as the master surface. On the other, the slave surface is assigned
to the tube. Moreover, the depth, at which the detection occurs, is equal to half a tube
thickness.
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2.6.2. Mesh
The tube is meshed with 8 square elements in its thickness. This number is coherent
with other studies. For instance, Palengat et al. [12] have used at least 8 elements in the
thickness to study the forming limit.
In order to consume less CPU time, the tools are meshed with larger elements. In fact,
the global size of the elements has been chosen to be ten times bigger in the die core
than in the tube. This factor is equal to thirty for the mandrel. However, the mesh of the
tools is refined near the contact zones in order to avoid contact between segments with
very different lengths. As previously, a size factor is defined : 0.5 for the die and 2 for the
mandrel.
2.6.3. Time integration
A Chung-Hulbert scheme [26] is used for the time integration. This implicit dynamic
integration scheme belongs to the generalized-α scheme family.
Then, the time increment is limited by a user-defined maximum value in order to ensure
that the tube deformation is progressive and remains small during each increment. In this
way, this value is defined so that a node covers the length of a tube element in 25 steps.
Although the resulting size of the time increment is rather small, it is significantly larger
than the one expected with an explicit approach. Moreover, using the proposed implicit
method, compared to an explicit one, prevents us from managing additional numerical
parameters such as mass and load scaling factors and hourglass control.
Finally, the equilibrium tolerance within each increment is set to 10−4 to assure a
convergence without too much CPU time consumption.
2.6.4. Steady state
The duration of simulated process is set so that the whole tube is drawn and leave the
die so that the springback is modelled.
Also, the modelled tube length should be sufficient to reach the steady-state conditions
far from tube ends during drawing. In this way, a minimum length of 20 mm should be
considered.
2.6.5. Analysis method
All the previous parameters were set in order to guarantee the reliability of the model.
The approach, that has been used, is explained in this paragraph.
A parameter is chosen : for instance, the penalty coefficient along the normal direction.
This coefficient expresses, numerically, the stiffness of the contact. This means that greater
it is, better the contact is represented.
Next, the value of this parameter is changed while the others are fixed. Table 6 gives
an example of results.
10

Penalty coefficient
(MPa.mm−1 )
104
105
106
107
108

Drawing force
(daN)
854
864
866
866
867

Outer diameter
(mm)
7.0565
7.0207
7.0176
7.0172
7.0172

Thickness
(mm)
0.9839
0.9825
0.9822
0.9821
0.9821

CPU Time
54 min 30 s
54 min 33 s
55 min 21 s
58 min 53 s
1 h 43 min

Table 6: Analysis method to elect the best penalty coefficient used by the contact algorithm along the
normal direction (tube sinking case)
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According to the previous definition of this coefficient, the largest value (108 MPa.mm−1 )
is taken as the reference. An error of 39.3 µm is observed on the outer diameter if the
coefficient is set to 104 MPa.mm−1 . This error is bigger than the micron accuracy which
is expected. Thus, a coefficient of 106 or 107 MPa.mm−1 allows us to verify this accuracy
while consuming less time than the reference. Finally, the value of 107 MPa.mm−1 was
chosen for the rest of the study.
3. Model validation with drawing experiments
Various drawing tests were performed on industrial benches in order to validate the
model. Two of them are presented in this section.
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3.1. Experiments
Test 1, performed for this paper, deals with tube sinking. A tube (Dout = 9.88 mm
and Din = 8.07 mm) is pulled through a die of 7.01 mm of diameter. This corresponds
to an area reduction of 28%. Test 2, extracted from another work [4], concerns mandrel
drawing. The section area of a tube (8.16 mm x 7.05 mm) is reduced by 38% using a die
(Ddie = 6.64 mm) and a mandrel (Dm = 5.80 mm).
3.1.1. Measurements
The tube dimensions were precisely measured before and after the drawing operation.
The outer diameter was given by a laser measure (three points on two sections of the
tube). An Heidenhain touch probe was used to measure the thickness on eight points of
one tube section. The inner diameter was then deduced.
The dimensions of the die were measured thanks to a Mitutoyo coordinate measuring
machine.
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As the outer diameter of the tube, the mandrel diameter was measured thanks to a
laser. In the case of mandrel drawing, given the fact that the reeling operation is not simulated, the tube is clamped around the mandrel at the end of the process. In consequence,
the measure of the tube outer diameter was done with the mandrel inside. Also, the thickness was deduced by assuming that the tube inner diameter is equal to the mandrel
diameter. Tools measurements are listed in Table 7.
Test
1
2

Ddie
(mm)
7.012
6.64

Die
Lb
(mm)
2.010
2.4

α
(deg)
14.859
22.0

Mandrel
Dm
(mm)
5.80

Table 7: Tools dimensions

The tests were performed at ambient temperature (22 ◦ C) and at constant speed (9.37
m.min−1 for Test 1 and 11.4 m.min−1 for Test 2).
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3.1.2. Results
During the tests, the drawing force was measured by a load cell located between the
die and the die holder. Figure 7 gives the evolution of the force during drawing.
Three stages can be discerned. At the beginning of the drawing (at t = 0 s), the
force increases quickly. Then, a mechanical steady state is defined by a constant force. At
t = 12.3 s, the tube gets out of the die (end of drawing) and the force becomes zero. Such
evolution can be observed for all drawings.
The drawing tests results are summarised in Table 8.
Test
1
2

Initial tubes (mm)
Outer ∅ Thickness Inner ∅
9.875
0.901
8.073
±0.002
±0.002
8.16
0.555
7.05
±0.002
±0.002

Final tubes (mm)
Outer ∅ Thickness Inner ∅
7.019
0.959
5.101
±0.0005
±0.003
6.6726
5.80
0.4363
±0.001

Drawing force (daN)
867
±11
739
±23

Table 8: Results of experimental drawing tests
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3.2. Comparison with FE model
Both tests were simulated with the finite element model described in Section 2. This
allowed us to calculate the drawing force, the outer diameter and the final thickness of
the tubes.
12

Figure 7: Evolution of the experimental drawing force (Test 1)
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In order to be consistent with experimental measurements, the numerical drawing
force is calculated as the reaction force on the fixed side of the die (see Figure 4). The
diameter and the thickness are calculated on a tube section which is not submissive to
side effects.
Results of FE simulations are included in Table 9.
1

2

Test
EXP
FE
Difference
EXP
FE
Difference

Drawing force (daN)
867
866
1
0.1%
739
739
0
<0.1%

Outer Diameter (mm)
7.019
7.0172
-0.0018
0.03%
6.6726
6.6689
-0.0037
0.06%

Thickness (mm)
0.959
0.9821
+0.0231
2.41%
0.4363
0.4423
+0.006
1.38%

Table 9: Comparison between experimental (EXP) and FE results

As expected, the calculated drawing force is quite equal to the measured one. In fact,
the friction coefficients, identified in Table 5, allow us to obtain this result.
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In both tests, the outer diameter and the thickness are well predicted.
These simulations have used an Intel Core i7 3.20 GHz processor. The CPU statistics
are listed in Table 10.
Test
1
2

Real drawing time (s)
0.285
0.208

CPU time
53 min 48 s
4 h 26 min

Number of steps
9994
18511

Table 10: CPU statistics

In conclusion, this comparison with drawing experiments shows that the presented
model is able to predict the final dimensions of the tube with a good accuracy.
4. Numerical analysis of the process
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The validated model can be used to give a better understanding of cold tube drawing
process. In this purpose, five studies are presented in this section.
4.1. Influence of the die angle on the drawing force
The required pulling force to draw a tube is a critical value in the design of the
industrial process because it calibrates the bench capacity. Thus, it is interesting to know
the influence of process parameters on the force.
In particular, the entry die angle is strongly linked to it. In this way, a tube sinking
simulation was repeated with various angle values (from 10◦ to 30◦ by step of 1◦ ). The
other parameters are those of Test 1 (see Table 7). The drawing force variations are shown
in Figure 8. Also, the equivalent plastic strain is given in Figure 9 for three values of the
die angle.
Béland et al. [15] revealed that an optimum value of the die angle minimises the
drawing force. This result can be observed here for α = 17◦ .
When the die angle deviates from the optimum value, the force increases. However, a
dissymmetry is observed because the increase, on either side of the optimum value, does
not have the same origin. When the die angle is below the optimum value, the friction
predominates over the deformation. If the angle decreases, the friction between the tube
and the die increases and so the force increases. When the die angle is above the optimum
value, the deformation predominates over the friction. If the angle increases, the tube
must deform more in order to keep a constant material flow. In consequence, a greater
force is needed.
Finally, Figure 9 shows that the equivalent plastic strain of the tube increases with the
die angle. Furthermore, the model predicts that, in the presented cases of tube sinking,
14

Figure 8: Drawing force as a function of the die angle (tube sinking case)

no contact occurs between the tube and the die, along the bearing length. Due to a scale
effect, this observation is more visible in Figure 9(c).
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4.2. Influence of the initial relative thickness on the geometry of the tube
Various tube thicknesses could be drawn through a given die. In consequence, a dimensionless quantity is used to compare the different kinds of drawings. The relative thickness
of the tube is defined as the ratio between the thickness and the outer radius.
During the drawing, the tube deformation is directly influenced by its initial relative
thickness. Figure 10 shows the variation rate of thickness as a function of the relative
thickness, for tube sinking. This graph is obtained by repeating the simulation of Test 1
with various values of the initial inner diameter of the tube in order to reach a wide range
of relative thicknesses.
When the initial relative thickness increases, the variation rate of the thickness decreases. Also, in the presented case, the thickness is not modified by the drawing operation
if the dimensionless quantity is equal to 40%. So, two behaviours can be distinguished.
If the relative thickness is below 40%, the variation rate is positive. In other words, the
tube gets thicker after drawing. If the relative thickness is above 40%, the variation rate
is negative, and so, due to the drawing, the tube thickness decreases. This behaviour is
commonly observed in practice in the industry.
15

(a) α = 12◦

(b) α = 17◦

(c) α = 27◦

Figure 9: Equivalent plastic strain of the tube for three values of die angle, at the steady state (tube
sinking case)
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4.3. Influence of the initial relative thickness on the elongation
As the drawing process implies a diameter reduction, the tube is stretched. In this
study, the influence of the initial relative thickness on the elongation is studied for tube
sinking. A representation of the elongation evolution is given in Figure 11. This graph is
actually obtained with the same simulations as in Section 4.2.
The elongation increases with the relative thickness in a quite linear way. In fact,
the greater the relative thickness, the greater the area reduction. Thus, due to volume
conservation, the tube is more stretched. This figure also reveals that the outer and inner
surfaces have the same elongation even if the outer is constrained by the die and the inner
is free to deform.
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Figure 10: Influence of the relative thickness on the final tube thickness (tube sinking case)

Figure 11: Elongation as a function of the initial relative thickness of the tube (tube sinking case)
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4.4. Distribution of residual stresses in the tube thickness
The tube is subjected to strain hardening during cold tube drawing. An analysis of
the residual stresses through the thickness allows us to understand the tube state at the
end of the drawing. Figure 12 gives an example for tube sinking (Test 1).

Figure 12: Distribution of residual stresses in the thickness for tube sinking
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The evolution of the von Mises stress through the thickness reveals that the tube is
more constrained on its inner surface than on its outer one. Then, shear and radial stresses
are not significant. Moreover, the circumferential stress is negative in the inner part of the
tube and positive in the outer one. Finally, as far as the longitudinal stress is concerned,
the tube is in compression on its inner surface and in traction on its outer one.
4.5. Prediction of the reeling operation
In the case of mandrel drawing, the tube is clamped around the mandrel at the end
of the process. A reeling operation is needed to remove the mandrel from the tube. It
consists in relaxing the tube stresses thanks to a roller system.
In practical, this operation is difficult to perform on some tubes. Even if the reeling
operation is not simulated with this model, a qualitive study is proposed in this section,
to predict the difficulty of the reeling operation of two tubes.
18

Experiments have showed that the reeling operation of Tube B is more difficult than
the one of Tube A. The characteristics of the drawings preceding the reeling operation
are presented in Table 11.
Tube
A
B
Tube
A
B

Ddie
(mm)
7.48
8.13

Die
Lb
(mm)
0.9
0.3

α
(deg)
22.7
33.0

Initial tubes (mm)
Outer ∅ Thickness Inner ∅
9.05
0.64
7.77
10.50
0.75
9.00

Mandrel
Dm
(mm)
6.50
7.00

Speed
(m.min−1 )
11.4
11.4

Final tubes (mm)
Outer ∅ Thickness Inner ∅
7.52
0.51
6.50
8.16
0.58
7.00

Table 11: Mandrel drawings of Tubes A and B before the reeling operation - extracted from [4]
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Considering that the clamping on the mandrel is due to the residual radial stress, the
idea is to compare the distribution of this stress through the final section after drawing
for both tubes. Figure 13 represents the repartition of radial stress in the thickness for
Tubes A and B.
For both tubes, the radial stress is negative, except on the outer skin. This compression
is coherent with the tube clamping observed in practice. It can also be observed that the
compression is more important in Tube B than in Tube A (by a factor of 1.55 on the inner
skin). In consequence, a greater relaxation is necessary for Tube B. Thus the simulation
confirms that removing the mandrel from Tube A by a reeling operation is easier than
from Tube B.
Of course, the results of this qualitative study should be ideally confirmed by a full
simulation of the removal process. The simulation of this complete post-operation will be
investigated in future models.
5. Conclusions

340

A finite element model of cold tube drawing has been presented in this paper. Also,
the numerical parameters have been chosen to assure the reliability of the model.
Then, drawing experiments have been achieved and compared to simulations in order
to validate the model. This showed that the final dimensions of the tube can be predicted
by the model with a good accuracy.
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Figure 13: Repartition of radial stress before reeling operation
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Furthermore, a complete analysis of the process has been presented. It has been shown
that the die angle has an influence on the drawing force. Also, the relative thickness has
an impact on the mechanical behaviour of the tube during the drawing operation. In fact,
it can become thicker or thinner depending on the relative thickness is below or above
a transition value (which is 40% in the presented case). Moreover, the tube elongation,
identical on inner and outer surfaces, increases with the relative thickness. Finally, an
analysis of the residual stresses allowed to understand the tube state at the end of the
drawing. In particular, it can qualify the difficulty of the reeling operation in the case of
a mandrel drawing.
As part of the optimisation of the process parameters, this first work gives us promising
results. Other studies will be considered in future works : thermal effects, anisotropy of
the tube material and chaining several successive drawing operations.
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